Excursions
COSTA DE
LA LUZ

ALGARVE
Pick up from your hotel and departure to Portugal crossing the
International Bridge. Arrival to Vilamoura, a luxury tourist centre
in the Algarve where we will enjoy our leisure time.
Our next visit is Albufeira, a picturesque fishing village, with its
maintained charm in spite of its many visitor. Time for having lunch
(not included).
On the way back, we will make a stop in Vila Real do Santo
Antonio , “the shopping paradise”. Use your free time to stroll
around the streets with its typical shops and products.
Finally cross the Guadiana River by ferry where our coach will
wait on the spanish side again to escort you to your hotel.
Included tour guide, coach, ferry.
* 9 hours (approx).
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ANDALUSIAN TRADITIONS
In the morning we will visit one of the best fincas - a wild cattle farm in special vehicles, to know and admire how the most famous
animals of Andalusia (fighting bulls and pure Spanish horses)
breed in freedom.
To continue and in order to become acquainted with our traditions, we
will take you to a typical wine cellar, where the owner shows the
wine production process. The visit finishes with a wine tasting where
it is possible to buy the local wine, olive oil and vinegar. Free time for
having lunch (not included).

In the environment of the Doñana National Park we will visit the
unique pilgrimage village of El Rocío. Admire the hermitage and the
famous virgin Our Lady of El Rocío while walking along its picturesque
sand streets and observe one of the well-known marshes of Doñana
before we are heading back to the hotel.

Included tour guide, coach, tour with special vehicle in
the wild cattle farm, wine tasting.
* 9 hours (approx).
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COLOMBINE ROUTE
This day we will follow the steps of the discovery of America and
visit the “Cradle of the Discovery of America”: The Monastery of
Santa María de la Rábida , s. XV where the discovery journey was
forged.
After this interesting visit we head down to the Caravels Wharf
with the impressive replicas of the famous ships Santa María, Pinta
and Niña, that left this place on August 3, 1492. And we will see the
Discovery Island and the Port of the 15th century.

Includes Local Guide, bus, entrances to monuments.
* 5 hours (approx.).
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GIBRALTAR VISIT
Pick up from your hotel at the indicated time and departure to Gibraltar , one of the most strategic sites in the world, an overseas
British territory that lies on the feet of a huge rock, which rises
above the sea level and offers from its viewpoints fabulous views
over the bay of Gibraltar and even the northern coast of Africa if
the weather permits it.
A minibus waits for us in Gibraltar to do a guided tour of the
famous rock, including stops at the Point of Europe, where we
can see the whole Strait of Gibraltar; St Michael´s Cave, where
we will meet the famous Barbary apes - the only wild primates in
liberty in Europe.
As a free port, Gibraltar offers a fantastic opportunity to make
several purchases. Free time.
EU citizens should bring ID card / non EU citizens should
check the documentation required.
** Approximate duration 16 hours.
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HUELVA
Visit with us the city of Huelva - the capital of the province - with a
population of 150.000 inhabitants. We will start with a bus panoramic tour to see the most interesting monuments, as the Cathedral,
the University, the British Quarter Queen Victoria, Casa Colón and
more.
The panoramic tour will stop by the historical city center where
we can see the City Hall and the Columbus Monument in the Nuns
Square.
During our leisure time we have the opportunity for shopping and
strolling around before we head back to our hotel.
Included local guide and coach.
* 5 hours (approx.)
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ROUTE OF WINE CELLARS
WITH TASTING
A fantastic experience to discover the real taste of wine from the
province of Huelva. And a unique opportunity to enter into the
world of wine.
Pick up from your hotel at the indicated time and departure to
Bollullos , the “capital of Bodegas”. We will start with the visit of
two traditional wineries to know their stories, all about their
history and their provenance of exquisite wines. After the tasting
there is the possibility of buying some bottles of wine; ideal for
cozy hours or as a souvenir.
Then we go to the center of Bollullos where we will enjoy lunch in
a very traditional restaurant. To finish the route we will visit
one of the most exclusive and famous wineries of these zone.
So, don`t hesitate and discover the wine culture of your
holiday destination.
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SEVILLA CULTURE
Arriving in Seville we will start the day with a sightseeing tour of
the city including the Latin-American 1929 Exhibition and a
stop at the famous Spain Square and Maria LuisaPark.
We continue with a nice walk through the unique Santa Cruz
Quarter and visit of the impressive Cathedral with a Local
Guide . Free time for lunch, shopping, a boat trip along the Guadalquivir River…
Discover one of the most beautiful cities in the word, Seville, the
capital of Andalusia.
Included Tour Guide, local guide, coach and ticket
for the Cathedral.
* 9 hours (approx).
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SEVILLA SHOPPING
Sightseeing tour of the city including Latin-American1929
Exhibition , stop to visit the famous Spain Square and Maria
Luisa Park .

Once arrived at the city centre of Seville your leisure time will start
to discover the most beautiful and interesting places. Visit the unique
Santa Cruz Quarter or the impressive Cathedral , use the opportunity for a boat trip along the Guadalquivir River or just enjoy your
shopping time and stroll around the narrow lanes etc…
A lot of highlights are waiting for you in Seville, the capital of Andalusia.
Included tour guide and coach .
* 9 hours (approx).
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